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Rise of China Discussion

The so called rise of China is a topic in all paper media,  online media and academic lessions. This 
can be also reflected in the online MOOC lessons.
The focus can be cathegorized.

A: Power Shifting of Economc and Military Hegemonie USA→ China
B: Philosophical discussion of Confucius and chinese History
C: Technical discussion about chinese Industry and Energy
D: Political and Strategic discussion about Tianxa and Silk reoad (OBOR)

American Havard Univesity ChinaX  Serias 

The ChinaX Serias are very fundamental academical investigations and discussions about category 
A, the power shift China → USA.
The focus is eagerly set to analyse the past chinese dynasty, from Shang to Zhou, in order to 
understand the systematic rise of China.  To get a understanding of the Chinese Thought, there are 
many books and literature. 
Roel Sterckx is a a little bit of a exception, because he reflected also the chinese art of cooking and 
carving [1]. 

I noticed 3 necglected points which are present in all american lectures.
1. What is less considered , by armerican researchers is the relation China had with its neigbours, 
before it was getting in contact with the first european and greek counterparts.
Often direct comparison are made between the Pre-Sokratian and the Confusicus, Laotse (Taoist) 
models are thinking and the influence of indian thinking, such as the Bhudism and the Vedas are not
considered.  In this role, the american an interpreter of the philosophy of mind, are refering at the 
greek heritage what Aristotele and other greek indian traveler witnessed from the indian Brahman 
thinking, but not noticing that they had no chinese contact of this time. But india has common 
himalayan borders and may acted 
2. Another topical american ignorance is the influence chinese migrants had in an influcence 
american history like english, irish, germans and africans. Of course chinese worker helped to 
conect the american railway line from East to the West, which played a role in the rise of american 
wellfare.
Later on they build china towns in all american cities, opened the chinese restaurants and shops, but
also penetrated in the university, but less interferred in politics.  Less American might have got 
contact with Chinese Civilisation and Thougths, but the Chinese had intensive Contact with 
american life styles, economy and politics. American intelectuals had also interpreted chinese and 
eastern philosophies such as Taoism and Zen Budhism rather more as reflecting the Maoism.
The Taoist philosophy was getting pupular dring the 1960 because of its Wu wei (Doing nothing) 
and Yang/Ying Qi Energy.1

3. American are talking less about chinese infrastructure projects, but american newspaers are 
thematising the Tianxia idea to lift the Westphalian Treaty politics.
China has build many projects in South Asia, Central Asia, Africa and Europe and taken the 
initative to build new harbours, roads, rails and pipelines. 
Maybe this is because the EU and US did not make bigger worldwide projects since the 1990. 

1 Refer to Mantak Chia Books and drawings [9]
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It is more discussed that China improved soft power with presence in international organisations, 
such as Worldbank, UNO, WHO which had been US dominated before.

Chinese Hongkong Polytechnic and TsinghuaX University

The orginal chinese lectures from Hongkong and TsinghuaX Universities (19) had finally more 
helpful for me to understand the developement in China.
Chinas still is a communistic state, ruled by the CPC with 80 million members. Maoism may not be 
based on russian Leninism and german Marxism, but it has a common ideological, which is never 
much reflected by HavardX.
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Chinese , Indian, Greek and European time line interferences

The chinese ancient time line has a long time line, starting at 1600 BC in the Shang Dynasties and is
just as old as the indian Vedas.
If you consider Indian, Greek, China and Europe timelines, then you see that civilisation time lines 
did not devolope in the same time. Much of the knowledge may be still hidden, because the europen
civilisation with its swabian bone venus 35000 BC and the Stonehedge 3000 BC culture is still 
unkown and unexplained for us.  
The indian Myth and Vedas are about 5000 BC and the fist notice of chinese culture came with the 
bone inscription with chinese signs. 
Cultural and philosophic evidence comes first with written signs on stone, bone or other durable 
media. The idian Vedas are one of the oldest description trying to make thougthts. 
The chinese and greek philosophy may have developed at the same time line 500 BC . The may 
have noticed from each other, but the time between notice and interest is always delayed. 
Budhism has entered China much earlier and prepared the base for passive guidelines. 
During this time the indian Charvaka developed a critical mind materialist philosophy similar to the
later greek atomist. 
The greek got knowledge from the indian Brahmaism during Alexanders battles in india or from 
earlier traders. About 900 AC the european witness greek philosophy transmitted by the arabic 
invaders in Spain. About 1600 AC the first portugese sailed to China and about 1815 the first 
Confucius translation caused interest in Europe. 
Chinese philosophy in europe and america came poplare 1960 with the taoist books exlaining the 
Qi, in the Ying / Yang.

Interference time line

It is important that contact, notice, Interference and interest of cultur and philosophy are not 
synchronized. The interest on Taoism was much delayed on related to a 1960 american time spirit.
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The modern Chinese Time Line

The modern chinese time line started when the chinese dynasty began to colapse. The new area of 
asia was introduced by foreigner, with the interference of russian and indian Comintern traveller to 
China 1911. Prof. Wang Hui from TsinghuaX explained that Chinas Commuist followed the Sovjet 
Modell first and then after 1949 slowly  empancipated from the sovjet Leninist model based on 
worker liberation. This sovjet model was not appliable in China, because they had not proletariat 
masses. 
Mao and the CPC had to work with peasant masses. Prof Wang Hui explained 3 time periodes 
toward the modern China which each long time of about 30 years.
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He said that the Chinese revolution was from 1949 until the system sovjet crisis in 1989. In between
there had been two phases, one extreme with the experiments of cultural revolution and the cold 
war, where China had less possibilities to develope but was looking for indpendence.
He emphasized that the cultural revolution, with its methode to send the intelectuals to the 
countryside had been most decisive for the fast development of the chinese economic working  
power, because the peasent had been educated on the fields and than could get very productive in 
the 1990 when they came as migrant workers into the industry and cities.
Other countries like indonesia and also India with its still remaining 5 class cast system could not 
do similar, because their lowest classes (even when cheaper) did not had similar education in 
reading, writing, mathematics and skills.
The typical american and european analyst are only focused on cheap later. But then India with the 
low Dalit class should be more successful.

The german influence in the catastopic 1989

The 1989 the fall of Berlin wall is still considered of turning point of sovjet empire loss and the 
catastophic cause of the collapse of the comunistic idealism. 1989 is observed in the west as the 
superior power of the american hegomony and advantagve of freedom and free trade. It is noted as a
lucky year for re-unification and the real end of the WW2 in Germany.
This interpretation is not shared in many eastern country, expecually in russia where the russian 
Jelzin or industrial oligarchie is seen as a criminal periode, were the majority lost the income and 
slided into poverty, misery  and crisis.
It might be a future problem that the 89-events2 and its cause and implications of ideological fall 
down had not been really worked out by historian. However, the german power transisiton had been
peacefull and the german SED party and their stict secrete service StaSi vanished without conflict. 
The wall was opend by a offical „failure“ decision of the DDR notice of Schabowski. 
Prof. Wang Hui quoted  on Eduard Krenz the real background of the events „ The SED still had 
principial control in the DDR, but different decisions had been made in Russia. „

Eduard Krenz Quote

This quoting is implicating that the russian decision on german politics had been wrong and the 
SED was month earlier determined to follow the Tian‘amen politics. 

2 Also the russian retreat from Afghanstan. The graveyard of the empires, is quoted as a sovjet decline.
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However the chinese tank politic did not happen in Berlin and times after the sovjet empire 
collapsed.
It is unfortunally not historical clear what was the detailed and complete Krenz discussion of the 89 
-events, beginning with the Tian‘amen and ending with the Berlin wall.

Fall of the eastern Bloc

But for the chinese politic it was turning point and a change of paradigma.
One of the cause certainly was that eastern block people long time lived under constant systematic 
economical stress and structural misery. Actually the colapse was not about having personal 
freedom and democracy, as it was argued in the west. 
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It was Dengs Xia Peng who was opening the door for china and not repeating the economical 
mistakes of the sovjets, with some simple proposals.

Deng Xia Peng Quote

However, the ways and means of develope communism is not explained by Marx and Engels. 
There are guidelines from Lenin and Stalin and their opponents Trotzki and others. 
The so called scientic Marxism was a scholar topic in eastern university based on the MEGA (Marx 
Engels Complete Editions). I personally never wittness anyone who had a overview about the huge 
book works. So the understandable Lenin slogans like „Electricity is guiding the socialistic future 
„ have been put on the street banners in  DDR and CSSR, Polska.
Mao and other chinese intelectuals had lot of disputes with the sovjet guidelines,
Finally the CPC yould launch a 5 year guide plan to migrate peasant worker for cheap production 
into the factories and have more economical progress as the west.
It would not mean that the new openess is about all democratic rights for intensional free wills.

Fomer Dependences and 2000 Independences

Main thinking point was to keep the chinese independence which was gained since the britsh, 
german and japanese Invasion, the dominance of the Sovjet Union and the dominance of the 
american atomic hegomony in cold war periode. China had to deal with Korea and Vietnamese, 
Cambotchea conflicts. 
The basic idea was to keep the autonomy momentum for the CPC and improve the economical 
situation.  Chinas politics should not have been interfered by any foreigner, which as agreed as a 
mainstream position and a CPC party line .
Later on, Russian Putin would follow the same autonomy style, after he felt the strong rejections of 
american Obama politics treating Russia like any other country the USA could influence.
So at the end with the beginning of the 2000 years, all the former East Block learned the lessons 
that it needs autonomy to  remain in power.
But this self efficency which always was a Mao baseline is based in the wellfare and well being of 
the population even in a Adam Smith sense, where Money is universal value to mediate between the
the people.
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In fact, using capital as strategic mean to support a socialistic society, is not really in conflict with 
Marxistic theory.
Prof. Wang Hui arguemted that the CPC offical had been worked for the years of cultural 
revolutions on the country side and would understand that needs of the migrants, making China a 
profitable industrial country.

200x Globalisation Turning Points

What was the lucky random for germany in 1989 and the profit of US hegemony, slowly became 
the  win-win situation for chinese economy and Russia regaining military power in 200x.
With the military intervention in Syria Russia tried its come back on national politcs and the USA 
lost the support of Turkey. 
In the 200x american and chinese companies certainly started to invest and influence the global 
trade.  Modern Mass data mining, AI  and modern commucation became the driving synergy.  3

The US/EU tried to influence China as well, but because of the strong chinese autonomy politic, 
there was less mutual gain. 

Trump was elected 2016 after american middle east politic turned into a mess and chinese economic
and monitary politic was threating USA/EU industries.  4

Trump, and the UK  in a strange way, tried to imitate chinese autonomy politc with the „My country
first“  and closed the border for Mexico and India migrants. In excluding others this way he could 
not really create a cheaper labour force for the US.
Germany Merkel, was thinking that migrants are useful, but did not recognize that most middle east 
migrants are not like skilled chinese peasants, but distributing only poverty and depending on 
national social services for longer time.
In a ironcal way Trump was also creating his own cultural revolution by setting on the values of his 
rural supporters from the tradtional conservative Country side and raising a conflict with the skilled 
academical workers and scientist.
China also had some critical minds on political  and environmental progress, but could neutralize 
them in the same way Trump ignored the critical minds in the United States
But Human values, the status of freedom has a different tradtional value in China since Confucius 
time as in EU. The the general well being in harmony is more prevert as academical disputes.5

3 Most of the big industrial drivers like Alibaba and Huawei are cooperating with CPC party line,
4 As chinese industiral bought the german robot factory KUKA it raised a public protest and distrust on China.
5 All american pragmatist could follow the community based reasoning, beter then european thinkers.
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Chinas trade routes 

China managed to organize world wide trade routes to south america, india, africa, the middle east 
and Europe. The harbours and seaports including Athenand Venice had been bought out by chinese 
enterprises.

Global Chinese Ship Routes

One of the major threats had been the pirates in the Malaga straits, the south china sea and Somalia.
For these reason the OBOR land line silk routes have been expanded.
The ancient Peking -Istanbul route had been added many branches with access to the seas.

• China-Myammar  --indian ocean
• Myammar-Bangladesh-Calcutta
• China-Pakistan      -Persian Golf
• China-Duisburg (Germany)

The way of building a roads are following strategies of the roman empire, but is also deeply routing 
in Tao6 -thinking.
Trading is the typical british, american and asian win-win concept .7

6 Tao = way, is the most simply translation in order to create the Qi spirits of life and movments
7 The other combination win-loose or loose-loose are less in option, but part of colonization tales and history.
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Ritual Education (Li) and political (Tiang) Stability and Harmonisation

The scholars and the teaching are playing a important role in all chinese philosophies Bhudism, 
Confuciansm, Taoism, Leagalism and Maoism. What is inpreted as Li, allmost a ritus of learning 
the true values for a well being in the society is a common line, which is connecting the ancient 
philosophy with the modern systems.
The Taoist Wu Wei (doing nothing)  which was interpreted by the american hippies as a way to 
happiness and also quoted by HavardX, does not have the same translation in chinese language.
This is because chinese wording like Li, Ren, De8, Tian are determined by HavardX scholarship in 
a historical and analytic way, which must not reflect very simple daily life.
The principe of Wu wei 9is also a kind of requested passive attitute in a sense of not interference 
in the ruler guidance  or what was named as Oblomov behavoir during russian analysis.
Self determination and self confience in Europa is Asia, India is less requested, because intentional 
acts are mostly detected as a disturbance for community harmony.
But for the typical idealistic german Hegel philosophy it would be a high goal to reach a state of 
high self conciousness.
In this sense the  taoistic Wu wei and  also former budhistic passive attitutes of not interfering 
became a major tool in asian politics. 
The right way is the education of the masses in a ritual and not a sophisticated intelectual way.
Perparing everything in a correct and acceptable  manner will give the mandat of heaven (tian ming)
and the authorisation to gover.
The educational system on chinese, indian, american and german schools do all have very different 
pedagogic. In the HarvardX discussion on TsinghuaX chinese pupils complained about strong focus
on memorization. In the american campus a kind of socratic discurs is prefered, were pupils are 
discovering own ideas while discussing in a group.10

The german scholars are requesting the students to find proofs and logics for their oppion.  There is 
less chinese Wu wei in the western education systems.

Global Wuhan Virus outbreak and and Tiang Ming

The Covid19 11Virus was first found in Wuhan, produced by a zoonotic source. This kind of 
zoonotic deseases are inceasing since many years because of enviromental disturbances. While Zika
and Ebola  circled in a specific area, the virus in Wuhan could spread by air planes and mass 
transport globally. Wuhan is a very industrial and dense area.  The CPC put all the effords to lock 
down all comunities in a systematic strict way, which was not possible in less organized and 
democratic countries. Health, education and food policy was allways in the center of socialistic 
politic.
Control the Covid19 was a question of keeping the Tiang Ming in China, but in Trump Oppinon it 
was in the responsibility of the comunities.

Comunism and Surveilance and big data

Surveilance and Supervision is one of the oldest Marxist instruction we know.  Since the early days 
1847 has Marx named Weitlings „Group of the Justice“ to Communist, the Marxist dispute with 
others like the anachists Proudhon, Bakunin had been very harsh and engraved by distrust and 

8 De- Virtue or Moral
9 Wu Wei is also interpretated as a flow or flux
10 Confucius was critized much when he tried to link Li with music.
11 The naming of the Virus by the WHO has its own politics. The Ebola Virus is named aftet a african location, but the

origin name Wuhan could not be used because it belonged to a Corona Virus Family.
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supervision which might have been also a result of the critical minds of Feuerbach/Stirner 
Philosophs.  Marx and more Engels was in conflict with german philosophy and tried to put Hegels 
philosophy up sie down, grounded on the feet, with the famous Feuerbach Thesis written on the 
stairways of Berlin Humboldt University HUB.  Each polit comissar inside the KP was trained in 
supervision. So it should not be a surprise the Lenin, Stalin, Putin established rigour security 
services .
The StaSi was famous too, for his technics and wide spread IM (Informale Mitarbeiter) 12. But most 
of their works had been based on analog technics, like Mikrophones, Kamereas ,  Conversation and 
Type writer and writen documents, because the DDR Robotron missed to deliver high bit 
Microprocessors. In the Klaus Georg Cybernetics Books and later discussion with his pupils from 
Uni Leipzig, I found no effidence that surveillance and supervision was a set value for his marxistic 
cybernetics. They told me that he was meber of the SED party, but also kept distance and later on 
his concepts have been rejected by Ulbricht/Honecker.  Klaus was producing a lot of technical 
standard cybernetics books and dictionaries, which have been translated in many languages and 
brought to many academic librararies worldwide. This is why Karl Jaspers, Asby and other western 
cricits did not ackkowledge his philosophical works and the fact that he developed the first cyber 
loop diagrams on society.
Supervision, Surveilance, educational programs, Proganda are nornal standard tools of marxistic 
mass control since the early Weitling days. They have been adopted by nearly all communist rulers 
Lenin, Mao, Honnecker, Putin and rejected by their defectors and critics. 
It is kown that chinese supervision during the cultural revolution was very strict on every 
existencial level of ordinary people. In general it seems there is not a big contraction with the Li in 
the Shang and Zhou dynasties. 
But as the huge SED paper based surveilance StaSi works is explaining the too costly inefficiency 
of the surveilance it becomes more clear that with digitalization and mass data and deep learn 
systems of chinese state and company technics, these marxistic technics do gain more control and 
efficiency.  Most of the world HPC Supercomputer are still american and Chinese Tianhe-2 got on 
the top list. 
It is also knwon that many Private Block Chain Computer with high energy consuming GPC 
Graphic processor cards, are powered by coal power plant. 
The social credit program is a part of CPC politics and visual CCTV with face recognizion, mobile 
phone and other electronics are working more succient as SED paper works.

Modern Mass Data and cybernetic Marxism

The cybernetic socialism was a idea of DDR philosopher Georg Klaus and skipped in the Honecker 
time. It is not clear how this idea was introduced to China or developed in China, but all the 1970 
cybernetic Klaus books must have been studied long time before.
The guiding Value in Klaus cybernetic is the  contol of consum behavior , which was working 
unsatifiying in the DDR. Klaus was focused on neural networks and could have implemented the 
facebook like puish button as correction element.
Prof. Wang Hui pointed out the the CPC has made many experiments and corrective measurements 
in their long revolutionary phase. 
It is known that most chinese industry are conform with CPC guidelines and support social stability 
within the chinese social credit system.
Alibaba and the Wechat App are supporting mass data tracking and surveilance algorithm which are
accepted by the majority of the chinese people as a form to follow the Li.

12 IM Informal Worker fro StaSi
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Interpreation on nature, the human body and enviroment

The chinese systmatic interpretation on nature and the human body is quite different as in europe. 

European and Asian thinking system

Logic as a general discipline is missing in chinese philosophy. (1) It does not mean all sentences 
and destriptions are not logic, but they are simple not structured as a Heraklit logos. 
The human body is related between the Tian and the sky.  The european philosophy are not 
interperting the body, its energy lines as Taoist Qi and Indian Chakras do.  Sometimes, same as in 
religion, the heart is becoming a center of decision and not the brain. This entirely because of the 
reflection on comunity and comon goals with others.
The natural Phenomen interpretation is in all philsoophy the oldest part related to Shamism, the 
indian myth time and older Chinese Shang Dynasties. Sterckx is interptreting that the Ying/Yang 
has its dark side past, which can be still dound in older interpretation of the Traditional Chinese 
Medicine TCM . [1]The related habits to eat the body of rare animals to cure human disabilities is 
related with the first Covid19 Wuhan infection on the Wuhan wet market. 
In the re-socratian philosophy the nature became the physical interpreation of the elements.  Greek 
and Taoist do have both a system interpreation of the Flow/Flux or Wu Wei but with a diferent 
implication.  In the Heraklit Logos the Flow is related to time logic . Both are oriented on river 
water flow. The difference was noted by Wittfogel (7) who noted the influence of hydraulic water 
control on asia, egypt  and oriental societies whith its great rivers and water irrigation issues.
But with Heraklit the flow is the starting point of dialectical thinking (20) ,which is a general 
behavior of adaption in the chinese thought.
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Loop Cycling Mode 

Drawing cycling wheels and loops of life is a old technic since the idian Vedas.

The similarity between Indian Chakras and Taoist Qi is the that both are relatged to the human 
body. The western philosophy has another system which is including the nature, it work and 
movement in  a CBS like loop. In both cases the waste of the human being are not included, but 
waste and shrads is what the archeology is discovering.
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The action modell of evolution was sketched from Friedrich Engels, to explain the importance of 
work and consumption and how it was necessary that human need tools and machines to survive 
and become proletarians. I think that Engels was wrong excluding the vegetarians. 
Cutting trees and treating soil with fertilzier has a similiar killing and destroying effect as hunting 
and killing animals. 

The modern Cyber Physical System CBS  from the Cybernetic Ashby/Klaus still is the same as 
designed  industry 4.0 .  It is a machine modell and not a human modell as the indian/tao cycles. 
The only difference is that the digitalization has shaped a computational model or digital twin of the
real worlds, to calculate the compensations by AI. The former modell was controlled by analog 
computers and even more fast in time compensation.
Emission, Waste, destruction, deformation are still not considerated much as second output variable 
with the desired product of the machine.
Making the machine work another variable is energy from O&G or RES. This might have a better 
implementation in the Industry 5.0 concept after Covid19 and climate change. 
All lecturer about China are telling that the CPC has emplemented corective measurements to 
improve the enviromental standards in big Megacities like in the Polluted Wuhan.

Environmental Protest in China

But again the CPC would not recoginze foreign CNN/BBC interference critic .  Most enviromental 
protest in asia are about huge air pollution and breathing. Wearing mask is normal long tim in most 
of the asian and indian cities.
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This is kind of irony because the taoist concept of Qi and the indian Yoga is about the correct 
breathing technic.

The Qi breath is circulating the human body flows. The Covid19 lung desease is a RNA virus who 
can stop breathing
I am not convinced with breathing excercises and better follow the indian Indian Charvaka and 
hedonist Epikureien who  said it is about consuming, eating and drinking and enjoy life.
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German/british and chinese historian about the central asia threats

Germany has a long historical research on oriental philosophies, the arabic, middle east and indian 
and also chinese research in archeology and also  Religion and Philosophy, but has little research on
german and celtic archeology and also DDR history. The great works of the 8 Spengler cultures13 
will come more obvious by the museal exhibition in London, Paris and Berlin.
One comon european, slavic, indian and chinese enemies are the mongol hords of Attila, Tschingis 
Chan , Turks u.a. terrifying whole Eurasia in the roman time. The main difference is that europe 
could stop the mongol invasion, while China and India was long time occupied  and ruled by central
asian mongul, moghul and turk groups. These foreign rulers also influenced in their social, 
goverment and architectural systems. 
The very chinese contribution is of course the great wall, the strict will for inpedence and its many 
protection system against central asian invasions. 
While the most strict and sucessful german wall has14 fallen 1989, Trumps conservatives are 
collecting money to build a new high tech mexican wall.

Carving bones and Cooking the hearts and wining a war 

While the main stream of american analyzer is foused on the confucius concept of Li and Ren, the 
Bone carving and its technics are one of the most ancient habits. 
Carving is one of the oldest tradition in forming relicts  15  and keeping long memories. Stone 
inscriptions are public exposed to the elements and may decay in time, while bone are more 
conserved in the buried caves, not public be safe to be restored.
Writing chinese signs on the dead bones has some special metaphysical meaning. 
Carving and wood carving had a long tradition in creating toy figures and puppets for various 
religios and social reasons.  This all changed with Petrol industry and the Plastic Injection Molding 
Machines 16 having a great usage in all kind of Barbie Puppet, Plastic Toys, PET Bottles, Chasis for 
electronics, Toys and tools sold  and dumped arround the world.
Still the single form is created in a design process, but it cannot really compared with wood and 
bone and fish bone and ivory carving .17  
Bone barving is the way to form peace of former living nature. Sterckx reflected on how carving is 
the way to shape a society, using a sharp knife and droping bone, ivory tooth wood chops. 
Chinese CPC may often use this wording carving for experimental actions during the extrems of 
culture revoltions. 
Another picture introduced by Sterckx and other lecturer is the chinese style of cooking. Cooking is 
not a big tradition in the war -loaded german history, because it is mostly a methode to feed manual 
work force.18

13 Spengler predicted that a high civilized culture comes to decline with a primitive one
14 Germany has tradition of walls, such as the romian Limes, which was also designed to control the trades.
15 The oldest one is the german venus . 
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/forschung-und-lehre/die-schwaebische-venus-sexuelle-energie-aus-der-

eiszeithoehle-1795436.html
16 Plastic incetion Machines https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Injection_molding_machine
17 Most espensive chinese items in the antike shops are ivory and fishbone carvings,. More then metals and stones
18 Friedrich Engels pointed out the eat meat is related to human evolution
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Eating, expecually in south china, is embedded in chinese culture and philosophy sing Shang time.19

Typically chinese is the big round turning table, filled with plenty of small plates with a large 
variaty of rare animals and plants, which would not be touched and rejected by the idian Janist. 
Ludwig Feuerbach has implemeted the german ontological saying „You are what you it ! 20. 
Actually eating is a form of swallowing and digest nature, which had larger cultural tradition in the 
european  middle ages and southern europe. It is the process of killing, digest and birthing in a 24/7 
cycle.
Chinese, greek and german war philosophy do have comon interpreation of forming , carving 
something new in society. 
This partly dark destructions habits are implemented  since the old Shang Philosophy, in the 
Heraklit Logos and in the following Hegel slave master dialectic. The paradoxy logos about this is 
that destruction and nihilation of something is opening the path for the new, but not the original 
female birth .
The Hegel pupil Clausewitz (22) and the ancient Tsu Zu [5] are sharing theory to make war a way to
shape society with strategy of surveilancance, spying, creating surprise and killing. 
So there is a comon cultural technic link in carving, cooking and working & figthing as allready 
sketched by Friedrich Engels. 

19 My first chinese lecturer in TUB Berlin told me that everything moving could become a target to eat in South 
China.

https://chinadialogue.net/en/food/5506-eating-habits-in-south-china-driving-endangered-animals-to-extinction/
20 Du bist was du ißt.    Ist = sein, be form    Ißt = eating
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MOOC Courses ()

  Philosophical lessons
•        (1) Humanity and Nature in Chinese Thought, 
•        Prof. Chad Hansen, Hongkong Uni, Edx, finished 5.2020
•        (2) New Horizon in Chinese Philosophy
•                    Prof. Yuncheng Zhou, TsinghuaX Uni
•        (3) Tao to Happiness
•                    Prof. Puet, Havard, EDX
•        (4) Indian Philosophy
•                    Prof. Satya Sundar Sethy, 
•                    IIT-Madras
•        (5) Bhudhist Philosophy, Diamond Sutra & Zen 
•                    Dr. Cheung, Hongkong University, FutureLearn (2020.7)
•        (6) Complexity and Uncertainty, Design Criteria
•                   Uni  Gronigen, FutureLearn
•        (7) Philosophy of Technology and Design
•                    Uni, Twente, Futurelearn (finished 6.2020)
•        (8) Introduction to Korean Philosophy
•                    Prof. Park, So-Jeong Sungkyungkwan Uni, Futurelearn
•        (10) Paradoxy and Infinity. Mathematical Structures
•                     MIT, EDX,5.2020

Historical studies
•      (10) China and Comunism
•                    Prof. W Kirby  HarvardX, EDX, 8,2020
•      (11) Modern China Foundation, 
•                   Prof. Kirby HavardX, ESX, 6.2020
•      (12) Korea in a Global Kontext 
•                    Hanyang Universtiy, Futurelearn, 7.2020
•      (13) Lessons on Emerging Epdemic History, Biology
•                    Uni Hongkong, EDX, 6.2020 ended
•      (14) Global Studies:Risk and Threats in International Relations
•                  Grenoble Ecole de Management, Futurelearn, 5.2020
•      (15) Global Studies: The future of Globalization
•                  Grenoble Ecole de Management, Futurelearn, 5.2020
•      (16)  Global Studies: Cultures and Organization in Inter  Relations
•                   Grenoble Ecole de Management, Futurelearn, 5.2020
•     (17)  Desaster management and accountablity
•                    Coverty University, Futurelearn, 7.2020
•     (18) Global Ethics, Open University 
•                     Futurelearn 5.2020
•    (19) Will China rise as a disruptive force ?
•                   Prof. Wang Hui TsinghuaX, EDX 7.2020
•     (20) Chinese Thought: Ancient Wisdom meets modern science
•                  UBCx, EDC 7.2020
•     (21) Contemporary China
•                  Prf. Kirby HarvardX, EDX, 8.2020
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•

•     (22) The great war and modern philosophy
•                  KlevenX, EDX, 7.2020
•    (23) China and Comunism
•                 HavardX, EDX, 8.2020
•   (24) Big date for understanding urbaning China
•               TsinghuaX , EDX

              
•

•                                   Languages
•     Mandarin Learning
•                    Uni Hongkong, EDX, 5.2020
•

                     
                     

Links

Eduard Krenz Reise nach China vor der Fall der Berliner Mauer 9.Nov.1989

https://www.welt.de/geschichte/article194512807/Tian-anmen-Massaker-Darum-lobte-die-SED-die-
chinesische-Loesung.html

Tianxia Disputes

https://risingtidefoundation.net/2020/07/01/the-harmony-between-tianxia-and-westphalia/

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10670564.2015.1030951

German research on chinese Philosophy

https://www.uni-hildesheim.de/en/histories-of-philosophy/histories-of-philosophy/german/since-
the-20th-century/chinese-philosophy/

MEGA, ML

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilhelm_Weitling

HPC Super Computer Tianhe-2

https://computer.howstuffworks.com/10-supercomputers.htm#pt10

https://www.golem.de/news/tianhe-2a-weltweit-zweischnellster-supercomputer-wird-doppelt-so-
flott-1709-130162.html

https://www.extremetech.com/extreme/218078-chinas-tianhe-2-is-still-the-worlds-fastest-
supercomputer-but-cray-is-on-a-resurgence
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https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10670564.2015.1030951
https://risingtidefoundation.net/2020/07/01/the-harmony-between-tianxia-and-westphalia/


Polluiton in China 2019

2019

https://edition.cnn.com/2019/07/10/asia/china-wuhan-pollution-problems-intl-hnk/index.html

https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-china-blog-48904350

2020

https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2020-china-wuhan-pollution/

Wuhan air pollution

Chinese Food

https://www.chinahighlights.com/travelguide/chinese-food/regional-cuisines.htm

Chinese taste habits

• Northern China food — salty, simple, less vegetables with wheat as the staple food 

• Western China food — hearty moslemic  halal food with lamb the main meat 
• Central China food — spicy with a lot of seasonings 
• Eastern China food — sweet and light 
• Southern minority food — sour 
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